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Abstract20

Purpose: In this work the performance of a compact multi-resolution and multi-21

contrast X-ray phase system based on edge illumination is investigated. It has been22

designed for small animal imaging and with a limited footprint for ease of deployment23

in laboratories.24

Methods: The presented edge illumination system is based on a compact microfocus25

tungsten X-ray source combined with a flat panel detector. The source has a maximum26

output of 10 W when the minimum spot size of about 15 µm is used. The system has27

an overall length of 70 cm. A new double sample mask design, obtained by arrang-28

ing both skipped and non-skipped configurations on the same structure, provides dual29

resolution capability. To test the system, we carried out CT scans of a plastic phan-30

tom with different source settings using both single-image and multi-image acquisition31

schemes at different spatial resolutions. In addition, CT scans of an ex-vivo mouse32

specimen were acquired at the best identified working conditions to demonstrate the33
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application of the presented system to small animal imaging.34

Results: We found this system delivers good image quality, allowing for an efficient35

material separation and improving detail visibility in small animals thanks to the higher36

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of phase contrast with respect to conventional attenuation37

contrast. The system offers high versatility in terms of spatial resolution thanks to the38

double sample mask design integrated into a single scanner. The availability of both39

multi and single image acquisition schemes coupled with their dedicated retrieval algo-40

rithms, allows different working modes which can be selected based on user preference.41

Multi-image acquisition provides quantitative separation of the real and imaginary part42

of the refractive index, however it requires a long scanning time. On the other hand,43

the single image approach delivers the best material separation and image quality at44

all the investigated source settings with a shorter scanning time but at the cost of45

quantitativeness. Finally, we also observed that the single image approach combined46

with a high-power X-ray source may result in a fast acquisition protocol compatible47

with in-vivo imaging.48

49
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Introduction50

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is widely used in pre-clinical investigations thanks to its51

ability to provide high spatial resolution combined with short scanning times while using52

a relatively small scanner assembly1,2. However, the main limitation of X-ray CT in bio-53

logical imaging is represented by the inherent low contrast when imaging soft tissues. This54

is an intrinsic limitation of the image formation mechanism, which is based on differences55

in attenuation coefficients. These are typically very small for soft tissues, yielding little56

to no contrast. However, a different image formation mechanism can be exploited in X-57

ray imaging. It relies on the decrement of the real part of the complex refractive index δ58

(n = 1 − δ + iβ), which is related to the phase shift suffered by an electromagnetic wave59

when it traverses a specimen3,4,5. Exploiting the phase shift may provide better contrast60

between soft tissues in the medically relevant range of X-ray energies (above 10 keV). This61

increased contrast is at the basis of the interest in this experimental technique. When com-62

bined with the coherence and high X-ray flux provided by synchrotron radiation sources,63

X-ray phase contrast imaging (XPCi) delivers images with very high soft tissue contrast,64

and spatial resolution that can match histology and transmission electron microscopy in65

several pre-clinical animal investigations, but with the advantage of non-destructive sample66

preparation6,7,8,9. Historically, the limited accessibility of synchrotron sources has limited the67

widespread use of XPCi. More recently, this has been overcome by several XPCi techniques68

based on conventional sources or by new source technologies10,11,12,13,14. Many laboratories69

that are currently developing phase detection techniques rely on optical elements (absorp-70

tion or phase gratings). These approaches represent the most attractive solution towards71

commercially available XPCi scanners to serve the pre-clinical and medical communities15.72

In addition to phase contrast, these methods remain sensitive to the attenuation contrast73

and give access also to the small-angle scattering signal, which has, for example, potential74

applications in the detection of lung diseases16,17. In this manuscript, an implementation of75

the edge illumination phase detection method using a small table-top source is presented11.76

The requirement of a compact system imposes unavoidable constraints on the source’s phys-77

ical dimensions, and therefore on its output power. The system presented here has been78

tested on both a phantom and an ex-vivo mouse sample. In both cases, it provided good79

image performance and material separation due to the increased SNR of phase contrast over80
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conventional attenuation contrast imaging. In addition, the system is versatile in terms of81

spatial resolution thanks to a double sample mask design, which is integrated into a single82

scanner. A single image acquisition combining phase and attenuation is also possible and83

represents the best compromise between image quality and scanning time. Finally, a com-84

parison with another edge illumination system based on a more powerful source is used to85

qualitatively show the limits of the presented one.86

Materials and Methods87

Working principle88

Edge illumination is an achromatic and incoherent X-ray phase detection method designed to89

work with conventional X-ray sources11,18,19. A schematic illustration of an edge illumination90

system is shown in Fig.1a. An X-ray beam is split into a series of beamlets by an absorption91

grating, referred to as the sample mask hereafter. These beamlets propagate to the detector92

where a second grating, the detector mask, is positioned so as to intercept a portion of each.93

When a sample is inserted into the beam path, refraction causes a shift of the beamlets away94

from or towards the corresponding pixel, resulting in a change in the recorded intensity.95

A quantitative relationship can be established between the recorded intensity change and96

refraction angle through the illumination curve (IC). The IC is obtained by scanning the97

masks relative to each other (usually the sample mask is moved while the detector mask is98

kept still) and measuring the intensity at each mask position. This is equivalent, from the99

detector point of view, to a shift of the beamlet. An example IC is shown in Fig.1c. The100

IC ranges from a minimum when the masks are mismatched, to a maximum when masks101

are aligned and each beamlet is fully transmitted. The illumination curve characterizes the102

phase sensitivity, and can be expressed analytically as:103

IC(x) = (A1 ∗ S ∗ A2)(x) (1)104

where A1 and A2 are the sample and detector mask transmission functions, and S the source105

shape projected onto the detector plane. The ∗ symbol denotes the convolution operator.106

The projected focal spot size is given by S0(M−1) where M is the system magnification and107

S0 the actual focal spot size. Remarkably, edge illumination is relatively tolerant against108

increasing projected source sizes, and it mainly requires that the beamlets are small enough109
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to partially illuminate a pixel11,20. Since the focal spot is usually Gaussian shaped, the110

IC can be approximated by a Gaussian function (see Gaussian fit in Fig.1c). In addition111

to refraction that shifts each beamlet according to the first derivative of the phase shift,112

edge illumination is also sensitive to X-ray attenuation that decreases the intensity of each113

beamlet depending on the imaginary part of the refractive index β. Thus, combining the114

effect of both processes on a beamlet, the intensity recorded by each pixel at position x in115

the detector column y can be expressed as:116

I(x, y) = I0T (x, y)IC(x−∆x, y) (2)117

where I0 is the beam intensity passing through the sample mask, T (x, y) is the sample trans-118

mission function and IC(x −∆x, y) is the illumination curve shifted because of refraction.119

The quantities T (x, y) and ∆x are related to the imaginary and real parts of the refractive120

index, respectively. In particular, T (x, y) = e−
∫

µ(x,y,z)dz, where µ = (4π/λ)β and λ is the121

wavelength of the incident radiation. Under the assumption of small angles, the shift ∆x,122

can be related to the refraction angle by ∆θ ∼ ∆x/zod, where zod is the sample to detector123

distance. The refraction angle can then be related to the integrated real part of refractive124

index across the sample thickness by ∆θ = ∇x

∫

δ(x, y, z)dz where ∇x is the gradient in the125

sample mask plane and perpendicular to the direction of the apertures. The disentanglement126

of these two effects is referred to as phase retrieval and requires the acquisition of at least127

two images21. In addition, if three images are acquired, the small angle scattering signal can128

be also retrieved22. A single image acquisition combining phase and attenuation channels129

into a hybrid image is also possible23,24.130

Edge illumination provides large flexibility in terms of spatial resolution. Spatial reso-131

lution is usually limited by sampling the specimen with discretely spaced beamlets and by132

signal diffusion into the scintillator layer if indirect detectors are used (cross-talk). The for-133

mer is addressed by the acquisition and combination of several images taken while moving the134

sample in sub-pixel steps, covering all the missing portions in between apertures (dithered135

acquisition)25. The latter is addressed by using a skipped sample mask (see scheme in Fig.1b136

). In such a scheme, every other detector column (or more) is not illuminated, thus reducing137

signal diffusion26. The combination of skipped sample mask and dithered acquisition can138

bring the ultimate resolution down to the mask aperture size, regardless of the X-ray focal139

spot and physical detector pixel size25. However, such an increase in resolution comes at the140
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expense of an increase in the scanning time and dose delivered to the specimen.141

System design142

The compact system proposed here is based on a Hamamatsu L12161-07 Tungsten (W)143

microfocus source. The source size is about 15 µm when the small focus setting is used144

(see supplementary information, SI hereafter). In this working mode, the output power is145

limited to 10 W. Medium and large focus working modes are also available with a spot size146

ranging from 25 to 80 µm (see SI). However, the output power is variable, with a maximum147

achievable current of 500 µA for all voltages. The detector is a Hamamatsu C9732DK flat148

panel with an active area of 12 × 12 cm2 and a square pixel size with 50 µm on a side27.149

The source to object (zso) and object to detector (zod) distances are both equal to 35 cm,150

providing a sample magnification equal to 2× that translates into a projected focal spot size151

equal to the actual focal spot. The masks have been manufactured by Microworks GmbH152

(Germany) by electroplating gold on a 400 µm thick graphite substrate. Gold absorbing septa153

are thicker than 120 µm from manufacture specifications. To exploit the flexibility offered154

by edge illumination in terms of spatial resolution, the presented system has been designed155

with a double sample mask, by arranging both a skipped and a non-skipped configurations156

on the same mask. This solution provides the advantages of a non-skipped mask in terms157

of scanning time, while also allowing for higher resolution scans by using the skipped mask,158

simply by a parallel translation of one optical element. A single non-skipped detector mask159

is always used. The detector mask pitch was 49µm, approximately matching the detector160

pixel size, while the aperture size was 24µm. The sample mask is scaled according to the161

system magnification, and therefore it has a pitch of 25 µm and 50 µm in the non-skipped162

and skipped configurations, respectively. The aperture size is 12 µm for both configurations.163

Dose measurement164

Absolute entrance dose measurements were acquired through a calibrated PTW Farmer165

30010 ionization chamber positioned immediately downstream of the sample mask, where166

the sample is normally placed. Measurements are performed using a non-skipped mask.167

The results are extended to the skipped design assuming a perfectly absorbing gold layer.168

The validity of such an assumption decreases with increasing acceleration voltages due to the169
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increase of transmission through the sample mask. However, since higher energies contribute170

less to the delivered dose, it provides a reasonable estimate. The results are shown in Tab.1171

as mean values with corresponding standard deviations.172

Multi-contrast and multi-resolution acquisitions173

The combination of skipped and non-skipped designs in a single mask, and the multi-contrast174

capability of edge illumination allow for different acquisition protocols. In multi-contrast175

acquisitions, the relationship provided by Eq.2 is used to separate attenuation and phase176

contrast channels. Assuming a Gaussian approximation for the illumination curve, Eq.2 can177

be written for any pixel and for any relative position si of the masks as:178

I(x, y, si)/I0 = T (x, y)
AIC√
2πσIC

e−(si−∆x)2/(2σ2

IC
) (3)179

where AIC and σIC are the amplitude and width of the IC without the sample. By acquiring180

two images on opposite sides of the illumination curve, i.e. at x = ±si, a system of two181

equations is obtained, which can be solved at each pixel location for both T (x, y) and ∆x.182

The resulting solution quantitatively relates to the integrated µ and δ values across the183

sample thickness and can be fed to a computed tomography (CT) reconstruction algorithm,184

providing quantitative 3D maps of µ and δ within the sample28. This acquisition scheme185

can be used with both the non-skipped and skipped sample mask designs. In the first case186

the achieved spatial resolution will be limited by detector cross-talk, which is in the range187

of 100 µm, while in the second one it will be limited by the mask aperture size15,25.188

CT scans of a custom-made phantom consisting of three plastic materials, polymethyl189

methacrylate (PMMA), polystyrene (PS) and polypropylene (PP), have been performed190

using both configurations of the sample mask at different acceleration voltages, 40, 60, 80191

kVp with constant power outputs of 10 W, using the small focus setting. A scan using the192

middle focus setting was also done for comparison, and is reported in the SI. It is worth noting193

that, in order to keep scanning times reasonably short for these acquisitions which require194

several images, the angular range was limited to 180 degrees. A parallel beam approximation195

has been assumed for CT reconstruction despite the cone beam geometry of our system. Such196

an assumption does not significantly impact spatial resolution considerations or quantitative197

estimations (see SI). The ASTRA toolbox has been used for efficient CT reconstruction29.198
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For all CT scans, 200 projections have been taken and, to retrieve attenuation and phase199

contrast, two frames of 2 s exposure each have been acquired at all projection angles. These200

two frames were acquired on the opposing maximum slope positions of the illumination curve,201

located at about ±4.2 µm with respect to peak intensity (see Fig.1c). This corresponds to202

400 images per scan, and therefore to an active scanning time of 800 seconds. When the203

skipped sample mask design was used, sub-pixel steps were also acquired at each IC position204

1) by moving the sample five times by a distance of 10 µm, or 2) by moving it two times205

only by 25 µm, corresponding to a fifth or half of the period of the skipped sample mask206

design, respectively. While the latter is used for the purpose of comparison with the non-207

skipped design as the sampling points are the same in the two cases, the former provides208

a significant increase in resolution as it covers all the missing parts of the sample behind209

mask septa. In this case, the number of images per projection is increased to ten, and the210

total active scanning time to more than one hour. When only two dithering steps are taken,211

a total number of 800 images are acquired, doubling the scanning time compared to the212

acquisition with the non-skipped sample mask. Since the same exposure time per frame was213

used for both skipped and non-skipped mask acquisitions, using two dithering steps with214

the skipped mask system which features half the number of beamlets ultimately leads to215

the same dose being delivered to the sample. However, a change in the pixel statistic is216

expected as a consequence of the reduced cross-talk. Finally, it is worth mentioning that217

the actual scanning time can be longer, because some dead time is typically introduced after218

each movement of mask and sample. However, this can be minimised by means of accurate219

engineering of the data acquisition strategies. The need for several images due to both phase220

retrieval and dithering translates into an increase of the delivered dose. An entrance dose221

per image of (0.704 ± 0.004) mGy, (0.738 ± 0.004) mGy and (0.708 ± 0.002) mGy for the222

investigated acceleration voltages of 40, 60 and 80 kVp was measured when the non-skipped223

sample mask was used. Two images per projection have been acquired to retrieve phase224

and attenuation leading to a dose of less than 1.5 mGy per projection for all voltages, and225

of about 300 mGy for a whole CT scan, both using the non-skipped mask and the skipped226

mask with two dithering steps. When five dithering steps are acquired, the total dose per227

CT scan is increased to approximately 700 mGy.228

A CT acquisition of an ex-vivo fresh mouse sample was also performed at the best229

working conditions, as identified from the analysis of the phantom scans. Specifically, the230
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non-skipped sample mask and an acceleration voltage of 40 kVp were used. A total number231

of 500 projections with 2 s exposure were acquired. In order to retrieve phase and attenuation232

two images at the maximum slope positions were acquired for each projection angle. The233

total entrance dose achieved was approximately 700 mGy.234

In addition, to investigate the possible advantages provided by a more powerful source,235

a multi-contrast scan of the plastic phantom has been carried out using a different edge236

illumination setup, based on a similar non-skipped mask design and on the same detector,237

but using a different source and system geometry15,30. This system uses a Rigaku MicroMax238

007 equipped with a rotating molybdenum (Mo) anode, operated at 40 kVp and 20 mA (800239

W) and with a system magnification of 1.25×15,30. The results are shown in the SI.240

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) has been calculated according to SNR = µsample/σback,241

where µsample is the average value within the sample and σback is the standard deviation of242

the (air) background. A region of interest of 50×50 pixels was considered in all calculations.243

Single image acquisition244

A single image phase retrieval approach was used to speed up the acquisition23,31. This245

method assumes that the shift ∆x is small enough to enable using a linear approximation of246

the IC. In addition, it also assumes that the sample is homogeneous and therefore that the247

µ and δ coefficients are proportional, i.e. γ(E) = δ(E)/µ(E). It is worth noting that while248

the first assumption is valid in many cases, the latter is strictly true only for single material249

specimens. However, even if this condition is usually violated, the single image retrieval still250

provides good image quality with low noise, but at expense of quantitativeness24. Under251

these assumptions a hybrid image can be obtained as:252

∫

µ(x, y, z)dz = −log

[

F−1

{

F{I(x, y)/I0}
1− 2πizodIC(si)/IC ′(si)γfx

}]

(4)253

where I(x, y) is the image acquired at sample mask position si, F denotes the Fourier254

transform, IC ′ is the first derivative of the IC and fx are the spatial frequencies along x.255

For simplicity, the dependence of γ on energy was neglected. As this approach requires the256

acquisition of a single image, masks are not moved, and the sample can be continuously257

rotated (fly scan) while the detector acquires a sequence of frames, thus avoiding any dead258

time. However, since the sample is moved continuously, no intermediate dithering steps259
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can be acquired during the scan, and the resolution is limited by the detector point spread260

function. The previously described phantom was scanned using the single image acquisition.261

For this modality 400 projections over 360 degrees were acquired with an exposure time of262

1 s each. Total entrance dose was below 150 mGy. The sample mask position was −4.2µm263

from the peak intensity (see positions marked in Fig.1c), corresponding to the position of264

maximum slope. The retrieval algorithm has been applied to each individual projection265

after normalization and before CT reconstruction23. Finally, the fresh ex-vivo mouse sample266

has also been scanned using both the Hamamatsu W anode and the Rigaku Mo rotating267

anode systems mentioned above15,30. In both cases, 1000 projections over 360 degrees have268

been acquired with 1 second exposure. The total entrance dose was about 370 mGy for the269

CT scan acquired using the W source. In these cases, where scans over 360 degrees were270

available, CT reconstruction has been performed by means of the ASTRA toolbox assuming271

cone beam geometry29.272

Animal preparation273

The scanned mouse was sacrificed at 10 days of age, in accordance with Schedule One of274

The Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 amendment regulations 2012, and imaged275

immediately after. No further preparation or fixation have been performed. The animal was276

placed into a plastic tube of approximately 1.5 cm in diameter, with empty spaces filled with277

agarose gel to prevent sample movements.278
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Results279

Multi-contrast and multi-resolution acquisitions280

To test the performance of the proposed edge illumination system, all acquisition modali-281

ties discussed in the methods section have been first tested on the plastic phantom. The282

phantom has been scanned using both the non-skipped and skipped sample mask configu-283

rations at constant source power (10 W) in the multi-contrast acquisition mode providing284

both attenuation and phase contrast images by means of two-image phase retrieval22,32. The285

results for the attenuation contrast are shown in Fig.2. For both configurations (i.e. skipped286

and non-skipped sample mask) material 1 (PMMA) can be qualitatively distinguished from287

materials 2 and 3 (PS and PP) at the lower kVp setting. However, when the skipped sample288

mask is used, a lower SNR is found. This is visible from the graph reported in Fig.2b for289

PMMA. From a quantitative point of view, the three materials are barely distinguishable290

because of the high noise level. µ values equal to (0.49 ± 0.13) cm−1, (0.32 ± 0.13) cm−1
291

and (0.30± 0.13) cm−1 are found for PMMA, PS and PP, respectively, when a non-skipped292

mask and 40 kVp are used. A good agreement with the expected values of 0.46, 0.34 and293

0.29 cm−1 is found. Similar values are also found for the skipped mask (see SI). However,294

the standard deviation is approximately 30% of the average values. This is illustrated by295

the histograms reported for the 40 kVp setting for both mask configurations in the inset of296

Fig.2a. In both cases, the histogram features a single large peak, with an asymmetric tail297

on the right-hand side due to the higher µ value expected for PMMA. When the voltage is298

increased to the upper value of 80 kVp, a decrease in the signal to noise ratio can be observed299

as shown by the SNR graph (see Fig.2b). This is again in agreement with the decrease of300

the µ coefficient with increasing X-ray energy. In addition, as the voltage increases, a larger301

deviation from the expected value is observed for the experimentally extracted value of µ302

for all materials (see SI). Finally, the SNR of the non-skipped configuration remains higher303

than the skipped one across all the investigated voltages, as shown in the graph in Fig.2b304

A set of phase contrast CT slices are shown in Fig.3a; the corresponding grey level305

distribution histograms for all materials at 40 kVp is shown in the insets. The SNR for306

PMMA as a function of the tube voltage is shown in Fig.3b. The non-skipped sample mask307

shows a higher SNR level compared to the skipped one (see graph in Fig.3b). This difference308
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is again maintained across all the investigated voltages, while the SNR is found to decrease for309

both configurations according to the decrease in the δ coefficient with increasing X-ray energy.310

As visible in the histograms in Fig.3a, the non-skipped sample mask allows three peaks to311

be distinguished in the grey level distribution, while in the skipped configuration these mix312

in a single, broad peak, therefore providing a worse separation between the materials. From313

a quantitative point of view, a δ value equal to (3.88± 0.26) · 10−7, (2, 93± 0.19) · 10−7 and314

(2.55 ± 0.20) · 10−7 are found for PMMA, PS and PP, respectively, using the non-skipped315

mask at 40 kVp. The experimental values appear underestimated compared to the expected316

theoretical values of 4.17 · 10−7, 3.72 · 10−7 and 3.55 · 10−7. Again, the mismatch increases317

with the acceleration voltage (see SI).318

The previous considerations show that the lowest investigated acceleration voltage and319

the non-skipped sample mask provide the best results in terms of SNR when multi-contrast320

imaging is used. To demonstrate the performance of the selected configuration on a real321

sample, the chest region of a fresh mouse was scanned ex-vivo. Results are shown in Fig.4.322

Multi-contrast planar radiographic images and CT slices are shown in Fig.4a, d and Fig.4b-c,323

e-f, respectively. In the attenuation radiography reported in Fig.4a the skeleton is evident as324

well as the lungs (see red arrow), which appear white because of their lower density compared325

to the surrounding tissues. Air bubbles are also seen in the bowel region at the bottom of326

the image. Conversely, in the differential phase contrast radiography reported in Fig.4d,327

the bone-tissue interface is hardly visible, and the full respiratory tract, up to the trachea,328

can be easily detected because it is not obscured by the spinal cord like in the attenuation329

radiography (see red arrow in Fig.4d). In addition, CT slices are reported in Fig.4b,c and in330

Fig.4e,f for attenuation and phase contrast channels, respectively. The attenuation channel331

allows a good visualisation of the lungs inside the rib cage as well as details inside the lung332

tissue, including some of the airways branches. However, the phase contrast channel provides333

a better view of a range of fine details of the lung structure, including airways and separation334

boundaries between different lobes of the lungs (see blue arrows in Fig.4f).335

The additional availability of a skipped sample mask provides flexibility in terms of res-336

olution, allowing multi-resolution capability within a multi-contrast acquisition. In order to337

provide a qualitative comparison in terms of spatial resolution when skipped or non-skipped338

sample masks are used for multi-contrast imaging, the plastic phantom has been imaged in339

both modalities. A defect found inside one of the phantom spheres is used in the compari-340
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son as discussed in relation to Fig.5a and b for the attenuation and phase contrast channels,341

respectively. The comparison between the appearance of the defect in the two contrast chan-342

nels highlights the advantage provided by phase contrast. In the attenuation channel, the343

increase in resolution provided by the skipped mask and dithering acquisition is rendered344

negligible by the higher noise compared to the lower resolution image (see Fig.5a). This345

finding agrees with consistently lower SNR values observed for the skipped mask configura-346

tion (see Fig.2 and Fig.3), and must be compensated by an increase in the exposure time347

in order to get the same pixel statistics of the non-skipped acquisition. On the other hand,348

the inherent higher SNR provided by phase contrast compensates for the higher noise when349

the skipped sample mask is used. Therefore, the increase in resolution introduced by the350

skipped mask configuration, can be clearly appreciated, as shown in Fig.5b. In particular,351

several details (highlighted by red arrows in Fig.5b) are resolved, while they appear blurred352

in the low-resolution phase contrast image acquired with the non-skipped mask.353

Single image acquisition354

To test the performance of the presented system when single image acquisition is used, a355

CT scan of the same phantom has been acquired using 40,60 and 80 kVp at constant 10W356

power. The images and associated grey level histograms, are reported in Fig.6. At 40 kVp357

all the materials can be easily distinguished. The grey level distributions show three well358

separated peaks, where the rightmost one corresponds to PMMA, the central one to PS359

and the leftmost to PP. When the voltage is increased, the SNR decreases and the PMMA360

grey levels (rightmost peak) approaches the values for PP and PS; however, it remains well361

separated even at 80 kVp.362

To exploit the high image quality provided by the single image acquisition method, a363

CT scan of the same mouse has been acquired using this modality with results reported in364

Fig.7. The Fig.7a and b show coronal and transverse sections of the mouse chest region,365

respectively. Lungs within the rib cage are clearly visualized including branches of the air-366

ways. In addition, the spongy appearance of the lung tissue is highlighted by the magnified367

inset in Fig.7b. Finally, in Fig.7c a 3D rendering of the imaged chest region is shown to pro-368

vide a better visualization of the volumetric arrangement of the airways. The results shown369

in Fig.7 have been obtained using a low power source (10 W) in order to keep the system370
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compact. However, if reducing the scanning time becomes critical, it may be possible to371

replace the above-mentioned source with a rotating anode source with higher power output.372

The result of a test using an edge illumination system based on a Mo rotating anode X-ray373

source operated at 40 kVp and 20 mA (800 W) is shown in Fig.8. It is worth noting that374

this test was carried out for a qualitative comparison only, since a different source anode375

(Mo) and system geometry were used15,30. However, some conclusions can be still drawn376

from it, since the mean energies for W and Mo anodes at 40 kVp voltage are not exceedingly377

different (25 and 22 keV for W and Mo, respectively) . Remarkably, a comparable level of378

detail is visualized in both cases, but a better separation between different tissues is ob-379

tained with the more powerful Mo source. This can be easily appreciated by focusing on the380

subcutaneous fat layers that are barely distinguished with the 10 W source (see Fig.8a), but381

become evident when the 800 W source is used (see Fig.8b). This is also confirmed by the382

line profiles extracted across fat and muscle tissues for both images, reported in the graph383

in Fig.8c.384

Discussion385

The requirement of a compact system imposed some constraints on the physical source size386

preventing the use of the high-power rotating anode sources normally used to compensate for387

the flux reduction caused by the absorption masks. Our results show the level of performance388

achievable when edge illumination is implemented with a low power X-ray source (10 W)389

while keeping a reasonably short scanning time (within one hour). We found a poor material390

separation in the attenuation contrast channel with both the skipped and non-skipped sample391

mask configurations. A comparison between CT slices acquired both with the higher power392

output available in the medium focus mode (20 W), and with a more powerful source (800393

W), reveals that the key reason behind the inability to distinguish the investigated materials394

is the poor SNR provided by the combination of low attenuation cross section and low395

source power output (see SI). A better distinction between the materials is obtained with396

phase contrast thanks to the higher phase shift coefficient delivering a higher SNR, which397

compensates for the low source power output (see SI). From a quantitative point of view,398

a good agreement between the experimental and theoretical values of µ is found for the399

lower investigated voltages using both mask configurations (see SI). On the other hand, a400
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systematic underestimation of the δ value is found (see SI), which may be explained by401

a non-perfect sampling of the phase peak, negatively affecting the quantitative value of402

the integrated differential phase image26,33,34. A deviation from the expected value is also403

found for both coefficients at the highest investigated voltage, which may be due to an404

oversimplified model of the system response35. The best performance for the attenuation405

contrast is achieved with the maximum available current regardless of the source size, as406

can be expected because the SNR is only related to photon flux. On the other hand, image407

quality in phase contrast can be improved both by increasing the system phase sensitivity408

and by increasing the photon flux. While the latter is easily achievable by increasing the409

source current, attention must be paid to avoid an excessive increase in the spot size, which410

may cancel out the advantages provided by the higher photon statistics (see SI). Therefore411

we found that, with the used source, the best image quality in both channels is obtained with412

the lower investigated voltage of 40 kVp, which allows for the highest current while keeping413

a small focus size. This configuration provided good image quality of a mouse sample despite414

the low source output, enhancing the visibility of lung structures and of the airways thanks415

to phase contrast.416

The presented system combines the inherent multi-contrast capability of edge illumi-417

nation with a flexible resolution thanks to a new design of the sample mask. Importantly,418

switching from low to high resolution (and vice versa) involves only a parallel translation of419

an optical element with no change in the system components and minimal system realign-420

ment. The combination of skipped sample mask and dithering acquisition allows reaching421

a resolution equal to the mask aperture size25,26. However, we observed that the skipped422

mask provides a lower SNR compared to the non-skipped one, due to the reduction (of a423

factor two) in the available flux caused by the former. While the beamlets eliminated by the424

skipped mask have a negative impact on spatial resolution, they contribute to the overall425

SNR26. Therefore, a longer integration time per projection is required to match the pixel426

statistics obtained with the non-skipped sample mask. We observed that, if the time per427

projection is kept the same for the skipped and non-skipped sample masks, the improvement428

in spatial resolution is clearly observable only in the phase contrast channel, as in the atten-429

uation one the increased noise can render the benefits negligible. In addition, when dithered430

acquisitions are performed, the total scanning time is increased by a factor at least equal to431

the number of acquired dithering steps. For the system presented here, this translates into a432
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five-fold increase in the overall scanning time for high-resolution multi-contrast acquisitions.433

In general, the increase in the scanning time required by all the multi-image acquisition434

modes represents the main limitation to their applications to animal imaging, as it makes435

in-vivo use more difficult. For the same reason, clinical translation becomes more difficult436

because of the increased delivered dose levels.437

So long as an appropriate retrieval algorithm is used, edge illumination works also in438

single image acquisition mode like free space propagation23,31. When using single image439

acquisition, the limitations in terms of contrast and SNR observed with the multi-contrast440

acquisition are overcome. The advantages of both phase and attenuation are combined into441

an image with good material separation and high SNR, indicating this method as poten-442

tially the best choice when low power sources are used. However, the obtained results are443

not quantitative, since different δ/µ ratios should be used to locally retrieve each interface444

correctly36. This method is therefore preferable when the main objective is high image qual-445

ity and quantitative measurements are not required. Single image CT scans of the ex-vivo446

mouse sample showed fine structures in the lungs and offers a more straightforward imple-447

mentation for in-vivo applications thanks to the use of a more powerful source, as shown by448

the comparison with an edge illumination system based on a 800 W X-ray source. However,449

the comparison between results obtained with the two sources presented in this paper should450

only be considered qualitative, since anode materials and system geometry were different.451

In the specific case of an 800 W source, it would be possible to reduce the exposure time by452

up to a factor of 80 whilst keeping a good image quality. Such a reduction in integration453

time per image would significantly facilitate the translation of edge illumination into in-vivo454

preclinical imaging in the near future.455

Conclusions456

An implementation of the edge illumination phase detection scheme using a low power,457

microfocus source and a combined skipped/non-skipped sample mask design has been pre-458

sented and tested using a plastic phantom and a fresh ex-vivo mouse. Such a design allows459

significant versatility in a compact system, as it allows for several acquisition schemes. The460

multi-contrast approach provides two different contrast channels capable of delivering com-461

plementary quantitative information at different spatial resolutions. Phase imaging, with its462
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inherently higher SNR, provides a superior image quality compared to attenuation. Where463

speed is the main concern, single image acquisition provides a high SNR and good image464

quality by trading off on quantitativeness. The use of a more powerful source has also been465

tested for a qualitative comparison. The results highlight the ability of phase-contrast imag-466

ing to boost image quality, and how this can be particularly important when only a low467

source output is available. When the constraints on the physical source dimensions can be468

removed, the combination of phase sensitivity and high flux make fast in-vivo applications469

more easily achievable.470
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Figure 1: Panel (a) shows a top view sketch of the edge illumination setup when a non-
skipped sample mask is used. A beamlet is created for each detector column. Panel (b)
shows a top view sketch of the edge illumination setup when a skipped sample mask is used.
In this configuration, one detector column is not illuminated. Panel (c) shows an example
illumination curve obtained with the non-skipped edge illumination system presented in this
manuscript. Maximum slope positions, where phase sensitivity is maximised, are located at
±4.2µm from the peak intensity and marked by coloured stars. The gaussian fit is indicated
by the red curve.
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Table 1: Absolute dose measurements at the different investigated acceleration voltages.
Voltage (kVp) Current (µA) Dose (mGy/s)

40 250 0.352± 0.002
60 166 0.369± 0.002
80 125 0.354± 0.001
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Figure 2: Panel (a) shows a comparison of retrieved attenuation contrast CT slices of the
phantom for both mask configurations, i.e. skipped and non-skipped, at different acceleration
voltages ranging from 40 kVp to 80 kVp and at a constant source power of 10 W. Histograms
for all the spheres are shown for both mask configurations at the lowest voltage. Panel
(b) reports the SNR values calculated for both sample mask configurations for material 1.
Material labelled as 1 is PMMA, 2 is PS and 3 is PP.
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Figure 3: Panel (a) shows a comparison of retrieved phase contrast CT slices of phantom for
both mask configurations at different acceleration voltages ranging from 40 kVp to 80 kVp.
For each voltage maximum achievable current was used. Grey level distributions for each
sphere and both mask configurations at the lowest voltage are shown in the inset. Panel (b)
reports the SNR for each configuration for material 1. Material labelled by 1 is PMMA, 2 is
PS and 3 is PP.
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Figure 4: Multi-contrast planar radiographic images and CT slices of a mouse chest region.
Panel (a) and (d) show the retrieved attenuation and differential phase radiography, respec-
tively. Panels (b),(c) and (e),(f) show transverse and coronal attenuation and integrated
phase contrast CT slices, respectively. The red arrow in panel (a) points at the lungs inside
the rib cage. In panel (d) the red arrow points at the trachea, while the blue arrows in panel
(f) highlight separations between different lobes of the lungs.
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(b)

non-skipped: low res

(a)
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Figure 5: Comparison between high- and low-resolution multi-contrast acquisitions. In the
first case a skipped sample mask is used in combination with five dithering steps, while in
the latter a non-skipped sample mask is used. Panel (a) and (b) show the comparison for
the attenuation and phase contrast channels, respectively. In the insets, a magnified detail
of a defect in the PP sphere is shown and used for comparison purposes.
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Figure 6: Comparison of single image acquisition CT slices of the plastic phantom for the
non-skipped mask configuration at 40 kVp, 60 kVp and 80 kVp. For each image, the grey
levels histogram distributions of the different materials are shown. Material 1 is PMMA, 2
is PS and 3 is PP.
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(a)

4 mm 4 mm

Figure 7: Single image CT acquisition of the mouse chest region. Panels (a) and (c) show
a coronal and a transverse slice, respectively. A magnified region inside lung tissue showing
part of the airways and the structure of the lung tissue is also shown as an inset. Panel (c)
shows a 3D rendering of the chest region including rib cage, trachea and lungs.
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Figure 8: Comparison of a CT coronal slice of mouse chest region obtained with single image
acquisition with a 10 W source in panel (a) and an 800 W source in panel (b). Panel (c)
shows line profile across fat and muscle tissues for both acquisitions. Red arrows point at
different layers of fat tissue observed in panel (b) and hardly visible in panel (a).
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Table 1 

Voltage (kVp) Current (A) Dose (mGy/s) 

40 250 0.352 ± 0.002 

60 166 0.369 ±0.002 

80 125 0.354 ± 0.001 

 

Absolute dose measurements at the different investigated acceleration voltages. 
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